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From the President
By Eric Deslauriers
“There has been a lot going on….. “
At the branch level, we in Ottawa had established the Introductory member, comprising
those who have just retired from the RCN, and those under training at the beginning of their RCN
careers, at our AGM in June 2013. In December 2013 the National Board of Directors approved
Introductory members at the National level. This is significant to the branch for two reasons: the
branch no longer has to pay dues for those Introductory members we already had, and it allowed
us to go and actively recruit those who are just beginning their RCN careers, without being
concerned about having to pay dues to National for them. We are actively recruiting naval cadets
at RMC in Kingston and 13 have so far joined the branch, and I expect there will be more who do
so.
The National NAC new constitution and bylaws, incorporating the one member one vote
principle, were approved by the Canada Revenue Agency and Industry Canada and came into
effect on 26 February 2014. You can view these documents on the National website at
http://www.navalassoc.ca/en/nh/nac-governance. This will significantly change how the
National AGM works, and since we are hosting this fall’s AGM, we are the first branch to test
drive the new model. I am sure the National President will have more to say on this topic, either
in Starshell or by email.
There are a series of significant events coming up over the next few months.
Our spring reception at noon on 30 April and the Battle of Atlantic Gala Dinner on 1 May
should be happening about the time you read this. The Battle of the Atlantic parade will take
place on Sunday 4 May on Parliament Hill, as the Cenotaph is under repair.
Our branch AGM will take place on the evening of 2 June 2014 at BYTOWN. The AGM is
an opportunity for those who want to serve on the board of directors to throw their hat in the
ring. If you are interested in serving on the board, contact me. We need and want new blood and
new ideas. See also the formal announcement of the AGM on the cover of this issue. Several
weeks prior to the AGM, I will forward all members the slate of directors recommended by the
current board for the coming year, as well as the
financial statements for the fiscal year which
In This Edition….
ended 31 March 2014, and the recommendation
for a reviewer for next year’s statement. These
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three items are mandatory for an AGM and will be
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The NAC National AGM and Conference will take place 1-5 October 2014, at the National
Arts Centre and the Lord Elgin Hotel. We, NAC-O, are hosting the event and Tom DeWolf is the
lead for organizing. He can always use more help, particularly at the time of the event, so contact
him if you are interested. The program for the conference, which is on 2 October and focused on
submarines, looks terrific and it should be an extremely interesting day. Keep those dates
marked in your calendars! Yours Aye, Eric Deslauriers S

Branch Membership Report
By Steve King
Overview
The Branch ended 2013 with 355 members of all categories, just slightly below our
numbers at the end of 2012. This was a drop from the 375 that I reported in the Fall 2013
edition of Soundings. Year’s end saw a number struck from the rolls due to crossing the bar,
resignation or just plain lost contact. New pages have been added to the Ottawa Branch website
to keep the Branch membership informed of who has crossed the bar, with hyperlinks to their
obituaries when available. Have a look at: http://www.navalassoc.ca/en/ottawahome/mbrshp/ctb. Sadly, a couple of our members have resigned due to medical reasons. We
can’t stop the aging process, but we can maintain our friendships.
For those interested in statistics, this is where we stand:
2013
2014(to date)
Honourary Members
62
59
Life Paid Members
18
18
Regular In-Town
173
136
Regular Out-of-Town
51
39
Serving Members
22
11
Spouses
7
5
Introductory Members
22
6
Naval Cadets
0
13
Yet to Pay
0
97
TOTAL
355
384
The 2014 membership renewal is well underway. We will likely break the 400 mark for
total membership this year. We have already added 18 new paying members and 13 Naval
Cadets to the roll. As of this writing, 191 of the 288 members who pay annual dues have settled
their account. Thank you very much. And a grateful thanks to the good number of Honoraries
and Paid Lifers who sent in an equivalent or higher amount in donations. The extra funds allow
the Branch to return better service to you, and engage in other charitable and education works.
For the remaining approximately 97 who have yet to render their membership dues, please
expedite your payments. To renew, you have two options:



Option One - go to the NAC Ottawa Joining and Membership Renewal webpage for details.
Option Two – fill out the membership form (located in this issue of Soundings) and mail it
with your cheque to:

THE NAVAL ASSOCIATION OF CANADA – OTTAWA
Box 505, Station B, Ottawa, ON K1P 5P6
Dues
Dues remain unchanged from that approved at the 2010 Annual General Meeting. “Out-ofTown” is defined as residing more than 40 km from HMCS BYTOWN.



Regular: $80.00
Out-of-Town: $70.00
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Serving Members: $45
Surviving Spouse: $45

Contact Information
I maintain contact information for all branch members. Contact information is used for
postal mailings and emailing, both by the Branch and NAC National. Whenever we distribute
Soundings or Starshell, or when a “Branch GEN” is sent by email to advise you of news and
upcoming events, we invariably discover that some of the addresses are no longer correct. If you
need to update your membership information, please use the online form at our website (located
at Joining and Membership Renewal) and send it to the membership director
(naco.membership@gmail.com). If you don’t have a computer, kindly advise me by mail whenever
any of your contact information changes, It will ensure that you are kept informed, and can stay
in touch with other members. We have also set up a page at the website for those whom we have
lost contact with: http://www.navalassoc.ca/en/ottawa-home/mbrshp/lc2 . If you have any
information, please let us know. For those not on-line, here is the current list of lost contacts:
 Gordon Spergel (1924)
 Bill Copping (1925)
 Peter Cornell (1926)
 Jim Smith (1930)
 Charles Gunning (1935)
 Keith Ruddy (1938)
The future of our organization depends very much on our ability to recruit new blood. We are
all recruiters – don’t miss any opportunity to extend an invitation to join NAC. Happy recruiting!
S

Salty Dips
By Rick Guitar
The 10th volume of Salty Dips, covering the 100th anniversary of Canadians in submarines,
is well on its way and will be published by Early August. We have the material we need, but if
you are quick there may be time to make a further contribution. At the moment we are expecting
a book of about 200 to 250 pages and we have received 33 contributions of all sizes. They won’t
all make the cut, but there is a variety of interesting reading, ranging from experiences on
Perisher to an air attack on an American Boat.
As the committee continues its work on the edition, it’s time to start considering what lays
ahead. We have no ready-use locker of stories for Volume 11, and we would like to look for sea
stories with a view to publish sometime in the next two to three years. Potentially, we could have
a more traditional volume of all kinds of stories, or we could have another themed book based on
upcoming anniversaries. For example in 1918 the Royal Canadian Naval Air Service was formed,
and although it lasted only about three months it could be a date for a review of Canadian Naval
Aviation.
I solicit any ideas or preferences you have for new volumes. I can be reached at
rrjguitar@rogers.com. S

NAC National Archives
By Fred Herrndorf
The NAC National Archives will move to its new, and hopefully its final home, at the
University of Calgary, later this year. Tom Nickerson, Vice Provost of the University of Calgary,
has now signed both documents, the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and the Deed of Gift,
4
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on behalf of the university. The final step will occur when our National President, Jim Carruthers,
signs the Agreement on behalf of the NAC.
The NAC Archives collection has been growing steadily, inter alia, because of the
generosity of NAC National Presidents, who have donated their Presidential Papers. Access to the
NAC Archives may be made through contact with me, Fred Herrndorf, as the NAC National
Archivist. S

ALS Walk D’Feet –
Saturday, June 14, 2014
By Fred Herrndorf
This year the ALS Society of Ontario
(Champlain Region) is again organizing the ALS Walk
D’Feet. This will be the fourteenth time this event will
be held in Ottawa. The Walk will start again this year
from the Canadian War Museum at 1 Vimy Place, then
proceed along the Park Way (5Km) and back.
Participants will be registering in the Barney Danson
Theatre at 10:00 in the Canadian War Museum and
the Walk D’Feet itself will start at 11:00. Everyone is
encouraged to participate in this worthy cause, as the number of patients with ALS in Ottawa
increased significantly over the last year. Those willing to participate are requested to contact
Fred Herrndorf at (613) 226-2964.
NAC-Ottawa will again honour the memory of two of its own, Helen Brown, the late wife of
Colin Brown, and the late Gordon Moyer. The Walk will also be dedicated to the daughter-in-law
of the late Paul Godbout and his wife Carol, Sari Godbout, who is currently fighting the ravages
of ALS. We shall not forget!
Last year Allan and Pat Brookbank, Pat Barnhouse, Merv Cameron, Jim Carruthers,
Bill Dziadyk, Jake Freill, Andy Geddes, Bruce Hayes, Rod Hutcheson, John Nash, Paul
Roquet, Bruce Wilson and Gene Weber generously sponsored the participation of Elizabeth
and Fred Herrndorf in the Walk. Sadly some of these strong supporters are now longer with us:
Pat Brookbank, Jake Freill and Andy Geddes.
One thousand participants and their friends and families raised $158,000 for ALS
Research (40%) and Patient Care (60%). Bravo Zulu to the Ottawa Branch Members for their
continued and generous support ($315.00). Canadian ALS researchers have made significant
breakthroughs in getting closer to new therapies for ALS. S

Standard Public Relations Presentation
By Richard Archer

An aim of NAC should be to speak about the
Navy as often as possible to anyone who’ll listen.
Your Branch Board of Directors has been
working on making this call to action a reality. The
Board has now refined an 18-slide PowerPoint
presentation on why Canada needs a Navy, aimed at
the adult Canadian population. This presentation
has been test-driven at the meetings of a number of
service clubs like the Lions, Rotary and Kiwanis in
western Ottawa, and has been well-received.
The presentation is intended for the grassroots
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population, to complement the academic style papers produced by the NAC Naval Affairs
Committee. It is built around the syllogism:
 CANADA IS A MARITIME NATION.
 A MARITIME NATION MUST TAKE STEPS TO PROTECT AND FURTHER ITS INTERESTS,
BOTH IN HOME WATERS AND, WITH FRIENDS, IN DISTANT WATERS.
 CANADA THEREFORE NEEDS A ROBUST AND MULTI-PURPOSE ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY.
So the presentation focuses initially on how Canada is a maritime nation. Experience with
the test-drive indicates that once the audience
members hoist in this point, their understanding
naturally flows to the conclusion that Canada needs
a strong Navy.
Based generally on the questions heard during
the test-drive, a few basic frequently asked
questions and their answers have also been
formulated.
The Board will continue to approach service
clubs and the like in the Ottawa area to offer this
presentation to their meetings. Steps are being
taken to have the presentation translated into
French, so that we can consider a foray across the
river into Gatineau. If you are interested in giving
this presentation to your own club or Legion
branch, please contact me at
richmar.archer@rogers.com or 613 270-9597.
In due course the Board will find a way to
distribute
the presentation to the other NAC
On 3 February, VAdm Mark Norman
branches across Canada, The idea will be to foster
addressed NAC-Ottawa
the idea that Canada is indeed a maritime nation,
and what this means in the way of Canadian
seapower. S

The Royal Canadian Navy and the First World War - Part 1
By William Johnston
This article originally appeared in the RCN commemorative history, Richard Gimblett (editor), The
Naval Service of Canada, 1910-2010: The Centennial Story, published by Dundurn of Toronto
(copyright Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, 2009). It is now available for purchase as an
e-book.
“Regarding co-operation [of] Canada [in] naval defence during the war, Admiralty inform me [they]
don't think anything effectual can now be done as [war]ships take too long to build and advise
Canadian assistance be concentrated on Army.”
Sir George Perley, Acting High Commissioner to Great Britain,
to Prime Minister Sir Robert Borden, 10 October 1914.
Documents on Canadian External Relations, 1909-1918
By the time the Canadian high commissioner communicated the British government's view
that the Royal Canadian Navy was irrelevant to the Empire's war effort, the First World War was
already two months old. As disappointing as London's response may have been to the officers at
6
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Naval Service Headquarters (NSHQ) in Ottawa, it reflected the pre-war naval policy – or lack of
naval policy – of the Borden administration. Perley's telegram was also a strong indication that
many of the basic decisions about Canada’s naval defence during the war would be made by the
Admiralty and not by Ottawa. Although London's naval advice during the war was often
inconsistent and its promises of assistance would usually prove empty, the Borden government
was never willing to go against it or adopt a course of action put forward by its own, more
informed naval professionals at NSHQ. In keeping with British wishes, Canada recruited and
maintained a four-division corps of the Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF) on the battlefields of
France and Belgium – one that would gain a well-deserved reputation as one of the shock
formations of the British Empire – but the Borden government was never willing to provide the
Canadian navy with resources adequate to meet its wartime responsibilities. As a result, the
remnants of Laurier’s fledging naval service would have to safeguard Canada’s maritime interests
with a rather motley collection of seconded civilian vessels, war-built trawlers and drifters and, at
war's end, with a handful of American-manned motorboats and seaplanes on loan from south of
the border.
In anticipation of the British
declaration of war on 4 August 1914,
the RCN’s largest warship, the
cruiser Niobe, was in dockyard
hands at Halifax being fitted for duty
(she would not emerge from drydock
to begin her power trials until early
September), while the navy’s other
warship, His Majesty’s Canadian
Ship (HMCS) Rainbow based in the
Pacific at Esquimalt, had already
proceeded to sea. Under the terms of
the Naval Service Act, both cruisers,
despite their obsolescence, were
placed at the disposal of the British
Admiralty “for general service in the
HMCS Rainbow
Royal Navy” once war was declared.
The navy's remaining duties were largely supervisory ones at the nation’s various ports,
since the civilian crews of government vessels carried out most of the actual work. At Halifax, for
instance, the navy's wartime responsibilities consisted variously of: blocking the eastern passage
into the harbour past MacNab Island; placing net defences, making minesweeping arrangements
and buoying the war channel; establishing an examination service; assuming control of the
wireless station at Camperdown and transporting censorship staff and militia detachments to
other coastal wireless stations; and controlling traffic in the harbour. On 12 August, the captainin-charge of the port informed the director of the naval service, Rear-Admiral Charles E.
Kingsmill, that “everything has been completed in revised defence scheme except buoying the
channel for war,” while the progress in preparing Niobe for sea was reported as “satisfactory.” 1
With the RCN’s largest warship alongside at Halifax, the first operational cruise of the war
was made on the west coast. Rainbow’s commanding officer, Commander Walter Hose, had been
ordered on 1 August to prepare his cruiser for active service, because Admiral Maximilian von
Spee’s China Squadron, which included the heavy cruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, had
departed the Far East for the eastern Pacific. Indeed, on 2 August, the Admiralty reported that
the German cruiser Leipzig had left the Mexican port of Mazatlan on the morning of 30 July, and
Rainbow was instructed to proceed south at once to guard the trade routes north of the equator.
Despite concerns about the obsolete gunpowder shells Rainbow carried for her two 6-inch guns
1

“Defensive Measures – 1914. Reports on Situation. Copies for Chief of Staff,” 12 August 1914 (DHH).
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and the large number of Royal Naval
Canadian Volunteer Reservists (RNCVR) in
her scratch crew, Hose shaped course
south on 5 August after receiving further
instructions from Ottawa to protect the
British sloops Algerine and Shearwater as
they made their way north from San Diego,
California.
The Canadian cruiser arrived at San
Francisco on the morning of 7 August
intending to coal at the port. American
officials strictly enforced US President
Woodrow Wilson’s neutrality proclamation,
however, and Rainbow was only allowed to
embark some fifty tons. With his ship’s
radius of action curtailed, Hose decided to
patrol off San Francisco:
“It appeared to me that it was my duty, being apparently so close to the enemy, to try and get in
touch with him at once, consequently I got under way at midnight and proceeded in misty
weather to a point on the three mile limit fifteen miles to the southward of San Francisco, from
there I steamed slowly to the southward all that forenoon, the weather being foggy and clear
alternately.”2
Rainbow continued to patrol off the California port without sighting the enemy until the
morning of the 10th when fuel concerns forced Hose to return to Esquimalt. The timing proved
fortunate as Leipzig – whose higher velocity 4-inch guns easily outranged Rainbow’s obsolete 6inch armament – appeared off San Francisco on 11 August and remained in northern California
waters until sailing south on the 18th. It was the closest the Canadian cruiser would come to
intercepting her German adversary.
In the meantime, fears of the havoc enemy raiders might have on the relatively
undefended west coast had prompted the provincial government of British Columbia to purchase
two submarines clandestinely from a Seattle, Washington shipyard. Commissioned as CC1 and
CC2, the two boats were manned at Esquimalt by Canadian reservists together with a handful of
experienced professionals. By the time the RCN submarines were operational, however, the
German threat to the west coast had largely passed. Concentrating his two heavy and three
light cruisers off western South America by mid-October, von Spee easily defeated the first
British naval force sent to engage him, Rear-Admiral Sir Christopher Craddock’s squadron of
two older armoured cruisers, a light cruiser, and an armed merchant cruiser. The Battle of
Coronel, fought off the coast of Chile on the evening of 1 November 1914, ended with the sinking
of both British heavy cruisers, but was most notable from a Canadian perspective because four
RCN midshipmen, all recently assigned to Craddock’s flagship and killed along with the rest of
the RN crew, were the first RCN casualties of the war. The victorious German squadron was
subsequently intercepted and sunk by a powerful British force, which included the
battlecruisers Invincible and Inflexible, off the Falkland Islands on 8 December. Following the
British victory in the South Atlantic, the only real concern on the west coast lay in the potential
danger posed by German merchantmen in neutral ports should they be fitted out as armed
commerce raiders. In that case, however, although she was over twenty years old, Rainbow was
still faster than all but a few commercial vessels and quite adequately armed to subdue them.

2

Hose to Senior Naval Officer Esquimalt, Report of Proceedings, 17 August 1914 (DHH).
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The potential threat of German merchantmen lying in America’s eastern ports was the
RCN’s chief concern on the Atlantic coast. As mentioned, Niobe was already being fitted for sea
when war was declared on 4 August. The obsolescent cruiser was scheduled to join the RN
squadron on the North American and West Indies Station to keep watch over the western North
Atlantic shipping lanes, particularly their main focal point off New York, against a number of
German ocean liners that had been fitted out as auxiliary cruisers. After emerging from
drydock, Niobe was ready for a full power trial on 1 September, and it remained only to crew her.
The decision to pay off Algerine and Shearwater at Esquimalt freed their crews for service with
the Canadian cruiser, including Captain Robert Corbett, the commanding officer of Algerine,
who now assumed the same position in Niobe. Altogether some sixteen RN officers and 194
ratings joined the cruiser’s crew. These were supplemented by twenty-eight RCN and RNCVR
officers and 360 ratings. The crew was brought up to full strength when the government of
Newfoundland agreed to assign one officer and 106 ratings from the Newfoundland Division of
the Royal Naval Reserve to the ship. Very quickly, therefore, from October 1914 to July 1915,
Niobe took her place in the regular rotation of British cruisers patrolling the American coast.
Writing in 1944, her executive officer, Commander C.E. Aglionby, RCN, recalled that Niobe was
part of “the blockading squadron of the Royal Navy off New York harbour, inside which there
were thirty-eight German ships including some fast liners, which could act as commerce
destroyers if they could escape:”
“We boarded and searched all vessels leaving the harbour, and in the early days took off
many German reservists who were trying to get back to Germany in neutral ships…. We had to
pass many things in neutral ships which we knew were destined for Germany, to be used
against our men. One particular example I remember was a large sailing ship carrying a cargo
of cotton bound for Hamburg, but this was not contraband at that time and we had to allow it to
go on. It was very monotonous work, especially after the first few weeks when, owing to reports
of possible submarine attacks, we had to keep steaming up and down, zig-zagging the whole
time. After the first few weeks, owing to complaints in the American press by German
sympathizers to the effect that we were sitting on Uncle Sam’s doorstep preventing people
coming in and out, we had to keep our patrol almost out of sight of land. The American Navy
were very friendly to us, and when their ships passed us they used to cheer ship and play
British tunes.”3
By September 1915, however, the cruiser’s deteriorating condition meant that she had to
be removed from operations, and was recommissioned as a depot ship at Halifax for the
remainder of the war. She also served as a parent ship for vessels employed on patrol work and
provided office space for the various Canadian naval staff officers employed at Halifax. Niobe’s
new duties also reflected the changing nature of Germany’s guerre de course against merchant
shipping as the enemy shifted its focus from surface raiders to U-boats. The annihilation of von
Spee’s Pacific squadron at the Falkland Islands and the general ineffectiveness of other surface
raiders in disrupting Allied trade during the war’s opening months led the German Admiralstab to
launch an unrestricted submarine campaign against merchant shipping on 1 February 1915.
Despite a shortage of U-boats that could operate in British waters at any one time – an
average of four in early 1915, only two of which were likely to be on station to the west of the
British Isles – the results achieved by the German submariners more than made up for their
small numbers. During the first seven months of the campaign, U-boats sank 470 ships totalling
some 787,000 tons, including the large British passenger liner Lusitania on 7 May 1915. Against
this background of sinkings in British waters, Admiralty intelligence alerted Naval Service
Headquarters that German agents south of the border might attempt to establish supply bases
for submarines along remote stretches of the Newfoundland and Canadian coasts. By late June
3

Aglionby’s account is quoted in Tucker, The Naval Service of Canada (I), pp. 243-4.
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the navy's chief of staff, Commander R.M. Stephens, proposed a scheme for ten patrol vessels to
watch the waters of the Gulf and the coast of Nova Scotia between Halifax, Cape Race and the
Strait of Belle Isle. The five auxiliary patrol vessels already available – HMC Ships Canada,
Margaret, Sable I, Premier and Tuna – were typical of the warships the RCN was to employ during
the war. The first two were fisheries patrol vessels that had at least been built along naval lines,
while Premier and Sable I were civilian vessels chartered by the navy. Tuna, on the other hand,
was a small, turbine-powered American yacht that was purchased by a wealthy Montreal
playboy, J.K.L. Ross, and presented to the RCN as a gift. Ross later arranged the purchase of a
second, larger turbine-yacht from the United States that was commissioned into Canadian
service as HMCS Grilse. Armed with two 12-pounder guns and a torpedo tube, NSHQ recognized
Grilse’s operational possibilities from the outset and the vessel was intended for employment near
the Gulf’s shipping lanes as the RCN’s primary offensive unit. Two other large American yachts,
albeit ones with reciprocating engines, were also purchased and commissioned as HMC Ships
Stadacona and Hochelaga in mid-August.
In organizing the Gulf patrol, Kingsmill wisely decided to set it up as a command
separate from Halifax. Undoubtedly concerned that the British might try to exercise de facto
control of Gulf operations with little reference to Canadian needs or priorities, the Canadian naval
director wished to ensure that the patrol remained exclusively in NSHQ’s hands. He did this by
placing in command an officer with his headquarters at Sydney acting under Ottawa's direct
orders. The work of the Gulf flotilla began in mid-July with Margaret and Sable keeping watch on
the Cabot Strait while the navy hired civilian motorboats to patrol the shoreline. Command of
the patrol was given to Captain F.F.C. Pasco, an officer who had been serving with the Royal Navy
in Australia. After being rejected by the Australian army on the grounds of age, Pasco readily
accepted Canada’s offer to command the Gulf patrol flotilla and arrived at Sydney on 5
September 1915. According to a junior RCN officer who served under him, Pasco “was a gruff old
fellow who’s [sic] specialty was ‘finding fault’ …. For us this meant having every button on duty
with no deviation from rules contained in the so-called Naval Bible, ‘Kings Rules and Regulations’
[sic].”4
The small force that Pasco found waiting for him in Sydney could not have inspired much
confidence. The additional hiring of civilian motorboats to keep an eye on the many bays and
inlets along the Gulf of St. Lawrence coast at least allowed the RCN to maintain a presence in the
area and investigate the numerous rumours and false sightings being reported by the anxious
civilian population. A mix of RN and RNR officers and senior ratings gave the flotilla's largely
RNCVR crews a measure of naval experience and provided on-the-job instruction during patrols.
As ad hoc a grouping of vessels as the Gulf patrol was, the quality of its warships would not be
improved upon – despite NSHQ's best efforts to do so – for the remainder of the war.
Although German U-boats had not crossed the Atlantic in 1915, the increasing volume of
Canadian war supplies being transported to Europe suggested that enemy submarines would
eventually operate in North American waters. In early March 1916, therefore, NSHQ asked the
Admiralty what measures they would recommend with regard to naval patrols in 1916, and also
what, if any, assistance the Admiralty could provide. London's reply did not recommend any
significant changes to the 1915 arrangements and indicated that no assistance should be
expected from Britain in any event. Kingsmill believed that if the British were “unable to supply
any additional vessels at present, it is very unlikely that they will ever be able to do so,”5 and
suggested building destroyers for the RCN at the Canadian Vickers shipyard in Montreal. Both
politicians and bureaucrats in Ottawa were well aware that the Montreal yard had assembled Hclass submarines for the British government in 1915 and was currently constructing motor
launches for the Royal Navy. Letting contracts in the spring of 1916 would allow Vickers to
complete the destroyers by the fall of 1917.
4

W. McLaurin to E.C. Russell (Naval Historian), 11 February 1963 (DHH).
Kingsmill, Memorandum for the Deputy Minister, 17 April 1916 (LAC).
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Although the Canadian destroyer proposal was viewed favourably as it made its way
through the corridors of the Admiralty in April 1916, a sceptical First Sea Lord suggested that
Canadian shipbuilding capacity might be better employed in constructing merchant ships, a view
that was endorsed by the first lord, Sir Arthur Balfour. Without the Admiralty’s endorsement,
Kingsmill’s destroyer plans were dead in the water. Having been elected with a naval policy that
called for the scrapping of Laurier’s planned navy and replacing it with financial support for the
Royal Navy, the Borden government would have needed a strong directive from London for it to
have considered building sizeable warships, even though the proposed destroyers would have
given the RCN a far more effective naval force with which to combat the U-boat campaign that
developed in Canadian waters in the summer of 1918.
Although the navy was primarily occupied in deploying its makeshift patrol force to protect
the east coast shipping lanes in 1916, the RCN continued to maintain a naval presence in the
Pacific where Rainbow, despite her obsolescence, performed useful reconnaissance work against
German shipping activity along the coasts of Mexico and Central America. The Canadian cruiser,
still under the command of Walter Hose, was earmarked for the operation because no other
British ship was available. She spent the spring of 1916 patrolling the west coast of Mexico and
Central America, eventually capturing two German-owned schooners. The US-flagged Oregon
was boarded and seized on 23 April while the Leonor was taken on 2 May, and Rainbow arrived at
Esquimalt with her prize in tow on the morning of the 21st.
Despite Canada’s war effort being concentrated on its expeditionary force, there were a
number of young Canadians who preferred to serve in the navy rather than the army. Early in
the war, NSHQ had arranged transportation for any RNR officers and men resident in Canada
who wished to return to Britain, and had also assisted the Admiralty in enrolling men directly
into British service. With the RCN preoccupied throughout 1915 with keeping the crews of its
two cruisers up to strength and then with organizing and manning a patrol service in the Gulf of
St Lawrence, it was not until early 1916 that the question of sending sailors overseas was raised
once again. The Admiralty responded favourably to a February proposal put forward by the naval
minister, suggesting that Canadians should be enrolled at British rates of pay for service in the
RN’s auxiliary patrol. But British recruiters quickly discovered that Canadians were uninterested
in joining the RN whose pay for an able-bodied seaman was only forty cents a day while the RCN
paid seventy cents and the CEF $1.10 for similarly qualified men. Ottawa then offered to recruit
an Overseas Division of the RNCVR and place the sailors at the disposal of the Admiralty. The
manpower needs of the RCN’s expanded patrol forces during the final two years of the war,
however, meant that a far greater proportion of RNCVR recruits remained in Canada rather being
sent overseas. As a result, while Ottawa’s original proposal had been to send up to 5000
Canadians to the Royal Navy as part of the Overseas Division, only some 1700 RNCVRs were
eventually sent across the Atlantic while the majority, 6300 volunteer sailors, served in Canadian
waters during the war.
Even as NSHQ was looking to assist the Royal Navy in European waters, North America’s
vulnerability to submarine attack was dramatically brought home to both British and Canadian
naval authorities by the sudden arrival of an unarmed German submarine freighter, UDeutschland, off the coast of the United States in July 1916. The potential threat was reinforced
when the combat submarine U-53 appeared off the Nantucket light-ship on 8 October and
proceeded to sink four merchant ships, totalling 16,926 tons, and the British-registered
passenger ship Stephano bound from Halifax to New York with 146 passengers. In each case, the
Germans adhered to accepted laws of war: they stopped the ship, examined its papers, and
allowed the crew and passengers to take to lifeboats before sinking the vessel with either gunfire,
scuttling charges or torpedoes. With the USN destroyers on scene unable to intervene, aside
from rescuing survivors, U-53 was free to conduct its attacks before setting course for Germany
late that night.
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The vulnerability of the North American
shipping lanes was reinforced three weeks later
Submarine freighter
when U-Deutschland undertook another commercial
Deutschland
voyage. This third successful trans-Atlantic voyage
by a German submarine finally convinced the
Admiralty of the need to revise its advice regarding
the RCN’s defence arrangements. On 11 November
1916, Whitehall informed the Canadian government
of its sudden reversal of policy. But other than
noting that the present twelve vessels were
insufficient and suggesting an expansion to thirtysix patrol vessels, the only actual British assistance
was an offer “to lend an officer experienced in patrol
work to advise the Newfoundland and Canadian
governments as regards procuring and organizing
vessels.”6
The 36-vessel auxiliary patrol now being
advocated by Whitehall offered some protection to
merchant ships in the immediate approaches to
Saint John or Halifax during the winter shipping season but did not provide for any effective
escorts along the heavily-travelled Gulf of St Lawrence route during the remainder of the year
when Montreal resumed its place as Canada’s main Atlantic port. Moreover, the RCN was only
able to make limited progress in acquiring additional auxiliary patrol vessels from the supply of
suitable civilian vessels. Of the two government ships transferred from the department’s
hydrographic survey, Cartier could manage a useful twelve knots but the larger Acadia could
make only eight. To these the navy was only able to add the 355-ton, eleven-knot steamer
Laurentian, purchased from Canada Steamship Lines, and the 483-ton, nine-knot Lady Evelyn
transferred from the postmaster-general’s department later that spring. Looking to the United
States, the RCN was able to purchase seven New England-built fishing trawlers, commissioned as
PV I to PV VII, even though their eight-knot speed was best suited to minesweeping duties.
Since the eleven additional vessels still left the RCN twelve short of the thirty-six suggested
by the Admiralty, the naval department approached Canadian shipyards to see if they could build
auxiliary vessels for the patrol service. In mid-February 1917, contracts were let to construct
twelve 130-foot, 350-ton steam trawlers, six each at the Polson Iron Works shipyard in Toronto
and the Vickers yard in Montreal. At the same time, the Admiralty decided to place orders for
thirty-six trawlers and 100 wooden drifters with various Canadian shipyards, both classes to be
capable of nine or ten knots, with the former being armed with a single 12-pounder and the latter
with a single six-pounder. In the event, shortages of labour and material delayed construction
and the RCN did not begin to receive the vessels until late 1917.
In February 1917 the German high command had decided to gamble on victory by
launching an unrestricted submarine campaign even though it risked bringing the United States
into the war on the Allied side. Some 500 ships representing over 1,000,000 tons were sent to
the bottom by the end of March, and in April the Allies lost 395 ships sunk totalling 881,027
tons, the highest shipping losses sustained in a single month during the war. It was a rate of
loss that simply could not be sustained by the Allied merchant fleets. While successful in sinking
ships, Germany's gamble also produced the result it had feared the most when the United States
declared war on 7 April 1917 as an ‘associate’ power on the Allied side. As shipping losses
mounted, a desperate Admiralty turned to a tactic it had previously resisted adopting – convoy.
After several successful trial convoys, a comprehensive system was put in place over the summer.
The first of the regular North American convoys, the ‘HH’ series (Homeward from Hampton Roads)
6

Colonial Secretary to Governor-General of Canada, 11 November 1916 (LAC).
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were started at four-day intervals on 2 July. ‘HN’ convoys (Homeward from New York) began
sailing at eight-day intervals on 14 July. On 22 June the Commander-in-Chief, North America
and West Indies Station was informed that the Admiralty had decided to extend the convoy
system to Canadian ports as well. The first of the ‘HS’ convoys (Homeward from Sydney), a total
of seventeen merchant ships, sailed from the Cape Breton port on 10 July commencing a regular
eight-day cycle. A troopship ‘HX’ convoy (Homeward from Halifax) sailed for the first time on 21
August and included any merchant ships from New York or Montreal that were capable of
maintaining 12.5 knots or more.
William Johnston is an historian with DND’s Directorate of History and Heritage. He is a coauthor of official histories of both the RCN and the RCAF, including The Seabound Coast (Volume
One of the RCN official history), and is the author of A War of Patrols: Canadian Army Operations
in Korea.
Look for the concluding Part 2 of this history of the RCN in World War 1 in the autumn 2014
edition of Soundings.

SHEARWATER
THE BIRTHPLACE OF NAVAL AVIATION
IN CANADA
By Ernest Cable
Shearwater Aviation Museum Historian
With 2014 being the 100th anniversary of WWI, it is important to reflect on the role played by the
Shearwater naval and then air force station.
The Shearwater air station near Dartmouth, N.S is second only to Canadian Forces Base
(CFB) Borden as the oldest military airfield in Canada, and since its inception in 1918 it has been
home to Canada’s naval or RCAF maritime air squadrons. Shearwater’s varied and colourful
history includes the births of Canada’s naval and maritime patrol air forces and indeed it reflects
our nation’s naval and maritime aviation heritage more so than any other base. Shearwater was
created originally as a seaplane base in August 1918, when the small promontory in Halifax
harbour’s Eastern Passage, known as Baker’s Point, became U.S. Naval Air Station Halifax. It
subsequently became an air station for the Canadian Air Force, the Royal Canadian Air Force
(RCAF) and the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN). The basing of American and British naval air forces
at Shearwater during two world wars enriches the air station’s naval aviation heritage. With the
integration of the armed forces in 1968, Shearwater became a Canadian Forces Base and since
1993 it has been known as 12 Wing Shearwater, an RCAF lodger unit supported by CFB Halifax.
By virtue of its coastal location, Shearwater has been inextricably linked to the defence of the air
and sea approaches to Canada’s Atlantic coast. In fact, it was the threat from the sea that
provided the original raison d'être for the base, one that still continues today.
The Beginning
During the First World War, German submarines operated between Newfoundland and
Nova Scotia, particularly in the waters off the eastern and southern shores of the latter province.
In peace and even more so in war the amount of shipping entering and leaving the Gulf of St.
Lawrence and using the harbours of Nova Scotia was enormous. Merchant vessels sailing singly
or banded together in convoys were departing in rapid succession from ports in eastern Canada,
especially from Halifax and Sydney, laden with troops and supplies to support the British in
Europe. Moreover, many transatlantic ships bound for or departing from Boston, New York and
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other harbours in the northeastern United States passed through the outer fringes of these
waters. Therefore, both the Canadian and American governments were vitally interested in
protecting these shipping lanes.
In July 1915 the Canadian Naval Service had responded to the threat of German attack by
forming the St. Lawrence Patrol, consisting of seven patrol vessels and twelve chartered
motorboats, to guard the approaches to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. No German submarines
operated in Canadian waters in 1915 and 1916, though U-53 sank five merchantmen off
Nantucket 8 October 1916. It was the appearance of U-53 that prompted the British Admiralty to
warn Canada that patrols off its coast should be strengthened. The Canadian Minister of the
Naval Service, J.D. Hazen, submitted a proposal to base anti-submarine air patrols at Halifax and
on the north shore of Cape Breton. This initiative was welcomed by the Admiralty and a party of
Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) officers under Wing Commander J.W. Sneddon was subsequently
sent to Canada to investigate the feasibility of such patrols. Sneddon recommended, after touring
the East Coast and Canadian Aeroplanes Ltd. in Toronto that a small seaplane force, divided
between Halifax and Sydney be formed, and that required aircraft be built in Toronto.
The Canadian Cabinet reviewed Sneddon’s report and rejected it stating: “Cost entailed will
exceed two and a half millions for first year, abstract skilled men for construction badly needed
for other works, utility limited by our seasonal changes. Money better used in providing (more
sea) patrols.”
By 1917 the success of east bound convoys sailing from Halifax and Sydney enticed the
Germans to shift the focus of their operations. About the same time they had developed large
ocean-going submarines, capable of staying at sea for three months or more and mounting 6-inch
guns. Suddenly the Canadian coast became a desirable target area. The Admiralty warned
Ottawa of these latest developments and the Naval Service immediately attempted to strengthen
its patrol force. However, no additional vessels were available and it was decided that aircraft
operating from shore bases could protect merchant shipping in Canadian waters. But where were
the aircraft to come from? The Admiralty had no surplus and the only possibility seemed to be
the United States Navy (USN), which was expanding its ability to patrol its home waters. U.S.
Navy aircraft from their Chatham Station in Cape Cod were flying north to Cape Ann, Maine;
however, they could not patrol any
considerable distance beyond this point
unless other bases were established
farther to the north. The possibility of
building and operating an air station in
the vicinity of Cape Sable Island, Nova
Scotia offered a means of solving the
problem for both nations.
Meanwhile the German threat
was so acute that the Admiralty renewed
its warning and offered a preliminary
plan for aircraft patrols. The plan
proposed the Canadians not only create
an air service but also the seaplane,
Hangar and buildings built at Baker’s Point for
airship and kite balloon factories to
the RCNAS, but first occupied by the USN.
support it. It was recommended that
Canada seek American assistance and
in the interim ask the United States to
extend its coastal seaplane organization
northward to protect Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. Shortly thereafter, British Admiral Sir W.L.
Grant Commander-in-Chief North America and West Indies convened a conference in Washington
of British and American naval and air officers with Captain Walter Hose, the Royal Canadian
Navy’s (RCN) Captain of Patrols on the east coast. The conference settled two points: first, air
14
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stations should be established at Halifax and Sydney: secondly, that the United States would
supply these stations with pilots, seaplanes, airships and kite balloons until Canada was ready to
take over. On 23 April 1918, Rear Admiral Wood, USN, Commandant First Naval District and
Admiral Kingsmill, Director Canadian Naval Service, agreed that the United States would take
responsibility for coastal patrol and anti-submarine work as far east as Lockport, N.S. and that
assigned American forces would be placed under operational control of the RCN. Because Canada
had no officers experienced in maritime air operations, the Admiralty appointed LieutenantColonel J.T. Cull, Royal Air Force (RAF) (formerly a Wing Commander in the RNAS), to overall
command of the air patrols. (On 1 April 1918, the RNAS and the Royal Flying Corps were
amalgamated to form the RAF).
After following rather ineffectually in the wake of the Admiralty and the USN, Canadian
authorities finally approved establishment of two air stations on 5 June 1918. Cull arrived from
England in July and approved the initially selected Halifax sites; the seaplane base was to be just
south of Dartmouth at Eastern Passage, while the airship site was also to be on the Dartmouth
side of Halifax harbour. Cull found the Keating Cove site at Sydney to be inaccessible, and so
selected Kelly Beach on the western side of North Sydney for the seaplanes and balloons and a
site for airships on the opposite side of town. Despite the lateness of the season, Cull persuaded
the USN to implement the April agreement. The Canadian government was to furnish at its
expense the site and buildings and all ground equipment, while the American government was to
provide the aircraft and the personnel to operate them until Canadian personnel had been
trained and could man the stations. Operating expenses were to be borne by the United States
government during the period American personnel were conducting the air patrols. British and
Canadian naval officers were ultimately responsible for control of the stations and for operations.
Supervision of all internal affairs as well as discipline and direction of the American officers was
to be the responsibility of the USN. The Americans created the office of Commanding Officer, U.S.
Naval Air Forces, Canada and detailed Lieutenant R.E. Byrd USN, later an Admiral renowned for
his polar exploits, to the new command. Additionally, Lieutenant Byrd was ordered to assume
direct command of United States Naval Air Station Halifax and to act as liaison officer between
the American and Canadian governments in naval aviation matters.
Although progress up to this point in establishing the air patrols was gratifying, it was not
rapid enough to meet the alarming situation that developed in the first week of August 1918. U156 sank six vessels southeast of Nova Scotia. Other vessels were attacked during the same week
in the same area and the submarine captured a large Canadian fishing boat. The Germans
mounted a gun on the fishing vessel and made successful use of it wreaking havoc among
Canadian fishermen. At the same time numerous mines, laid by the submarine, were discovered
along the Nova Scotia coast. There was a compelling need to commission the Canadian air
stations into operation as soon as possible. Equipment and supplies indispensable to operations
were hastily shipped to Halifax. Lieutenant Byrd arrived at his new base 15 August 1918. Crates
containing the first two HS-2L flying boats arrived in Halifax by train on 17 August and were
barged across the harbour to the Dartmouth air station and hauled up on the beach using logs
for rollers. The first aircraft was assembled and successfully test flown two days later and the
first operational patrol was flown 25 August 1918; maritime patrol aviation in Canada was born.
The USN flew six HS-2L’s from Halifax from August to November 1918 on anti-submarine
patrols to protect convoys from lurking German submarines outside Halifax’s strategic harbour.
The USN also operated a seaplane base at Sydney, NS where an additional six HS-2L’s flew antisubmarine patrols to protect convoys en route to or from Halifax. It was intended that the USN
conduct the aerial anti-submarine patrols until the fledgling Royal Canadian Naval Air Service
(RCNAS) could be formed and assume the air patrol duties.
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Royal Canadian Naval Air Service Formed
To implement the plan agreed to in April in Washington to have Canadians replace USN
airmen, Canadian Naval Service Headquarters drew up a recruiting scheme calling for 500
officers and men to be added to the strength of the RCN for air duties; ordinary rates of pay were
to prevail with a special air allowance. A Canadian Order-in-Council dated 5 September 1918
authorized the new force to be known as the RCNAS, which was to be patterned after its British
counterpart, the RNAS. Aircraft pilots recruited by the RCNAS were to be trained in the United
States while airship pilots were to be trained in England. By the beginning of November 1918, a
total of 81 cadets were recruited and the RCNAS was well established with the high expectations
of being a fully-fledged fighting force by the spring of 1919.
U.S. Navy Operations at Halifax
During the first week of September no bombs had yet reached Dartmouth, however, the
submarine situation was so serious that depth charges were substituted for bombs with the
intention of dropping them by hand on any hostile submarine. Lieutenant Byrd’s detachment of
six HS-2L flying
boats and several
kite balloons
conducted antiLt. Byrd’s personal HS-2L, 1876, being launched
submarine patrols
down the slipway into Eastern Passage.
off the approaches
to Halifax harbour
while a second
detachment of six
HS-2Ls operated
similarly from North
Sydney. In forming
the general
operating policy for
the aerial patrols, it
was agreed not to
attempt routine
patrols at either
Halifax or North
Sydney, but to keep two seaplanes solely for escort work and one seaplane at each station for
emergency anti-submarine duty. Without interfering with this schedule, as many supplementary
patrol flights as possible were also to be flown at each station at the times and locations deemed
most likely to produce results. Operations began in earnest the week of 7 September 1918 during
which seven escort flights and ten patrol and other flights were made. Emergency flights were
made whenever circumstances demanded and all convoys were escorted for a distance of 60 to 75
miles to sea. The HS-2L’s at Halifax and North Sydney flew 400 and 177 patrol hours respectively
which were augmented by several kite-balloons also used for anti-submarine duties.
After only a few months of operations, the First World War came to an end, and the USN
personnel departed their bases at Dartmouth and North Sydney and returned home. Now
promoted, Colonel Cull’s final duty was to accompany the Deputy Minister of the Canadian Naval
Service to Washington to settle the division of expenses between the two countries. The Canadian
government agreed to purchase all American ground equipment at the two stations; in exchange,
the United States donated to Canada 12 HS-2L flying boats, 26 spare Liberty engines and four
kite balloons. Canada’s first venture into maritime patrol aviation had cost a total of $811,168 for
bases, equipment and personnel. The American donation was valued at $600,000 and the flying
boats were to give Canada much valuable service in the years to come.
16
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RCNAS Demise
The Canadian Cabinet attempted to keep the RCNAS as a post-war component of the RCN;
however, the time was not ripe for naval aviation in Canada and on 5 December 1918 orders were
issued to disband the RCNAS. The RCN, without money, had to put naval aviation on hold for
more than 25 years. The former American fleet of 12 HS-2L maritime patrol aircraft were among
the first donations of aircraft that equipped the Canadian Air Board, Canada’s second home
based air force after the RCNAS. The few buildings at Dartmouth, which had been built by the
Canadian government to support Lieutenant Byrd’s detachment, became the nucleus of what was
to become the RCAF’s largest maritime air base during the Second World War and Canada’s only
naval air station, Royal Canadian Naval Air Station Dartmouth, which was commissioned HMCS
Shearwater on 1 December 1948. S

Sea Memories - Part 7
By Jake Freill
This concludes the late Jake Freill’s memories of his time in command of HMCS Iroquois in 1976. At
the end of Part 6, we left Jake, his wife Leonne and the crew of Iroquois alongside in Quebec City,
after having hosted the Governor General.
That afternoon I bumped into the principal of Compagnons de Cartier, the high school that
Shirley, Michael, and Barry attended when we lived in Quebec. He was touring the ship with his
family. I invited them into my cabin and offered them a drink. They were so thrilled about my
hospitality that they sent me a large bouquet of flowers after they left, thanking me.
We departed Quebec on Monday September 20 with orders to proceed to St. John’s for fuel
and then to 44 00N and 49 50W. That was called the “Bruin Area” where a Russian Bear aircraft
had crashed into the sea. The Russians had sent 3 ocean going tugs with divers to recover secret
documents from the downed Bear.
Enroute to St. John’s we received a message from the GG:
“I thank you for all the assistance which you gave me with all the members of your ship’s
company during my stay in Quebec last week. I am proud that the Canadian Navy also had an
occasion to manifest in Quebec the traditions which are her greatness. My wife and I are proud of
Iroquois and we wish you a good and prompt return to your home port and to all who are dear to
you.” “Splice the Main Brace”
We arrived and started our “Bruin Watch” on September 23rd. We were able to anchor in
about 50 fathoms of water, about 1000 yards from the Russian tugs. We were to remain there for
10 days. We observed some incredible brave divers as they dove in all kinds of weather. From
time to time when they recovered something I sent the helicopter over to get pictures of what they
had brought on deck. At one point I sent the helicopter over with a 40oz of Crown Royal and a
copy of Playboy.
Annapolis was scheduled to relieve us on September 30th. Before she arrived I invited the
Captain, Bob Willson to fly ahead of his ship and join me for lunch and to get a briefing on what
we had observed. Before he arrived I decided to play a joke on him while he was on board.
I had a tall blond sailor play the role of a Russian who was amongst a group of Russians
that we had invited on board the night for a concert. This Russian had refused to go back to his
tug and asked for asylum. Bob and I were in my cabin when two big burly sailors brought the so
called Russian to my cabin. He blurted out something that sounded like he was asking to not be
sent back to his ship.
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I was having none of it when he swallowed two plastic pill containers that the Tiffy had
previously emptied. They then struggled to get him out of my cabin and down to the quarterdeck
where a Russian boat was supposedly waiting to take him back.
Bob was sweating the whole affair when we heard that they had finally got him in the boat.
I then invited him up to the bridge to watch the boat taking the Russian back to his tug. I went
out on the wing of the bridge and of course there was no boat and I then told him that is was all
an act and a joke. We never talked about it, but I am sure that he never forgave me for pulling it
on him.
We agreed that Iroquois would leave before Annapolis actually arrived on scene but just
before we left the 3 Russian tugs past up our port side in line ahead and saluted the ship. I
thought at first they knew we were leaving and had interrupted their diving to say goodbye. We
then took off and when Annapolis arrived on scene the Russians were nowhere to be found. Bob
was totally puzzled by this as he had seen the tugs earlier while visiting me. It turns out when
they sailed past me they were heading back to Russia. An interesting 10 days on the “Bruin
Watch”. We arrived back in Halifax on October 5th.
On one of our brief stops in Halifax I was presented with a 16x20-inch framed
photographed of the Iroquois Commemorative stamp, one of the series of stamps honouring
Indian Culture, by the district director of postal services in Halifax on behalf of Canada Post.
According to the director it was the second picture of a new stamp ever presented by Canada
Post. The other one went to W. D. Lawrence, the famous ship builder in Maitland in 1874. That
picture is hung in the W. D. Lawrence Museum in Maitland.
On October 19th while participating in a squadron exercise we were ordered to proceed to
45 47N 54 24 W to conduct a search for merchant seamen who had abandoned their ship in very
bad weather. We arrived in the search area at 0645 on the 20th in company with Skeena. Our
helicopter spotted the abandoned ship listing very badly but still afloat. We were told the crew
had taken to a boat and that the only one alive in the boat was rescued by SARS helicopter the
day before. One of our lookouts spotted a life jacket. We recovered the body of a young man who
only had a t-shirt on. He had no chance of surviving.
Our search plan couldn’t have allowed enough for the strong Labrador Current.
When you are south of Newfoundland the current swings around towards the northwest. We
allowed too much for wind and not enough for current as the boat with 11 dead seamen washed
up on the Newfoundland south shore a few weeks later. The ship was eventually towed into St.
John’s a very sad ending to another tragedy at sea that could have been avoided had the crew not
abandoned the ship. We were kept busy at sea conducting evaluations and more squadron
exercises until October 28.
On November 8 we just were mooring to 4 buoys in Bedford Basin when we received orders
to proceed to sea immediately to intercept a Cuban trawler which was spotted earlier with 2 other
foreign vessels in Canadian territorial waters off Halifax. Two vessels were arrested but a third,
the Playa Colorado, tried to make a run for it. A Shearwater aircraft continue to track the trawler
until we caught up with it about 3pm. He refused to turn around so we put a small boarding
party on board with Wendell Brown in charge. Wendell called me to tell me that the Captain
didn’t believe he was in our waters and that he did nothing wrong and refused to turn around. I
passed that information to Marcom and was awaiting instructions. I then spoke very clearly to
Wendell so the Captain could hear that if he didn’t turn and follow me to Halifax I would have to
take more drastic action. I waited for a while and soon saw the trawler start to make a 180 turn
and follow Iroquois to Halifax. The interesting point of all this was the fact that I couldn’t train
the mounting towards the vessel to try and scare him because it wouldn’t train. If I did in the end
have to fire a shot I would have had to point the ship towards him -- a dicey thing. It would have
been the only time that I saw a shot fired in anger in my 24 years in the navy.
It was snowing and blowing a strong wind when I got back to Halifax that night after
11pm. I asked for the assistance of a pilot and tug to help me alongside.
18
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When one of the better QHM pilots arrived on board the personnel receiving him on the
quarterdeck called the bridge to say that there was something wrong with him. They thought he
was drunk because his voice was slurred and he staggered. When he arrived on the bridge I
thought the same thing. He didn’t seem drunk but he didn’t make much sense when he spoke.
With a strong wind blowing I had to turn around just past the MacDonald Bridge and I asked
that the tug take the head rope to help me around. As we completed half the turn the tug lost the
line.
I attempted to continue turning as the wind started to drive me down on an AOR which
was berthed just behind my intended berth. We were standing by with fenders to lean on the AOR
just as the tug retrieved the line and pulled me off. This then allowed me to proceed to my berth
without further incident.
Throughout that evolution the pilot was of no help at all. Rather than complain by
message I went to see the Queen’s Harbour Master, Capt. Rex Guy, the next morning and tried to
explain to him what had transpired the night before. He became argumentative and told me that I
must be mistaken as he was his best pilot. He then called the pilot to his office. He was garbled
and staggering and Rex could see right away that there was something wrong with him. Rex took
him to the hospital immediately and told me later that I probably saved his life because there was
something seriously wrong with him.
It was about this time that I was informed that the USN Chief of Naval Operations (CNO),
Admiral J. L. Holloway III planned to come to Halifax and spend a morning at sea in Iroquois
observing the operation of the Beartrap. It sounded as if Capt. Sigmond’s visit with me in New
York, and my introducing Mr.
Middendorf to the Beartrap was paying
off. It would be the first time a USN CNO
had ever visited Halifax.
“Goose” McLennan did a great job
briefing Admiral Holloway on all aspects
of the Beartrap and then we conducted
several haul down deck landings and
traversing into the hangar
demonstrations in a state 2 sea. He must
have been suitably impressed because it
wasn’t long after that the USN purchased
the Beartrap. That is why ever since I
claim that I had a role in the USN
purchasing the Beartrap. He and I
exchanged plaques and he sent me a
nice thank you letter later on.
In it he mentioned,
In Jake’s cabin, CNO Admiral J.L Holloway after viewing
the Beartrap demo.

“I felt very much at home aboard
and from a professional standpoint my
time with you and your crew was profitable and worthwhile. It is obvious to me that you are a
strong commander, and IROQUOIS is a stalwart component of our Allied Naval Forces in NATO.”
At a formal dinner in RA Park that evening Admiral Holloway presented Admiral Boyle with
the huge book titled “MOON” which had been signed by all the USN astronauts. In return all the
Admiral could give him was a cheap wooden-framed metallic plaque titled, “Why is a Ship a She”.
The Admiral was no longer allowed to have dockyard make a suitable gift like a set of bronze
dolphins for visiting dignitaries. It was embarrassing.
On November 15 we sailed to conduct various evaluation trials on our way to Bermuda
waters for a Marcot in company with Saguenay and Protecteur.
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Tino Cotaras, D 5, rode in Iroquois on the way down. Okanagan was ahead of us on her
way to the exercise area. We entered the Bermuda Operating Area on the 26th and conducted a
number of Gunnery, Electronic Warfare, and Squadron Exercises. The Marcot started on
December 5 and included Protecteur, Huron, Saguenay, Fraser, Algonquin also foreign ships CE
and BD whoever they were. I let the XO play CO for a few days during the Marcot. Everything
went well. The Marcot came to an end on December 11th and the 5 ships in company, without
Protecteur, headed north arriving in Halifax on the 13th.
Christmas 1976 at 10 Wenlock Grove would be our last Christmas there. Our first was in
1961.
I remained in command of Iroquois until May 77 when I joined DPED (Directorate of
Professional Education and Development) in CFHQ. [Thanks for the memories, Jake.] S

A “VERTREP” To Remember
By Paul Baiden
The term VERTREP is the utilization of a
helicopter’s hoisting system to vertically replenish a
ship at sea with some of the necessary supplies
and/or personnel required to continue their mission
without the necessity of a port visit.
PM Harper addresses the spectators
In this story, the helicopter conducting the
VERTREP was a Sea King, skippered by John
McDermott, and with myself as one of the crew in
the main cabin. Our mission on this occasion was
to deliver/transport mail, movies, video equipment
and three members of a CBC editorial team
assigned to document life on board a Canadian
Submarine, HMCS Ojibwa, during a Caribbean
exercise in February of 1971. A simple enough operation, or so it would seem! However, as you
will see, nothing is ever quite as simple as one would anticipate especially when it involves
individuals that are totally unfamiliar with the potential dangers associated with the extreme
complexities of the mission manoeuvers they were about to encounter.
First we had to acquire the aforementioned items/personnel which entailed a trip from
HMCS Ottawa, to the US Naval Air base at Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico. There we conducted a
hot refueling (meaning refueling with engines running) at the same time as providing the CBC
personnel with a formal briefing on the application of Sea King emergency equipment and the
associated flight safety procedures.
Once airborne and en-route to our submarine destination, I provided the reporters with a
more in-depth explanation of what was about to transpire with-respect-to the utilization of the
Mae-West (life jacket) and the Horse-Collar, which is a device similar to a harness that is
connected to the hoist cable to enable the safe/secure transfer of someone from the helicopter in
a hover to their final destination below. Note: A briefing of this nature is not an easy task when
contending with the roar of two turbine engines!
Now one must keep in mind that these particular reporters had never experienced the joys
of a flight in a Sea King before, let alone experienced one of the most exhilarating thrills of a life
time, dangling below one on a thin wire over a Canadian submarine in the Caribbean Sea. No
doubt their adrenaline was running rampant to say the least! It's also imperative that I provide
you with a brief description of each of these individuals, at least from a stature prospective; that
is, the long, the short, and the tall of it, for believe it or not that was indeed what we were
contending with. One about six foot two with an athletic build, one about five foot seven with a
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slight build, and then my future dilemma, one about five foot four with an extremely large girth.
It's also probably worth mentioning that my Tactical Coordinating Officer “TACO” was
somewhat uncomfortable working in the aft compartment when the cargo door was open. He
would therefore not be joining me to assist in effecting the pending hoist procedures, and/or
provide supervision of our passengers during this critical stage of the task.
Upon arrival at our destination, the Skipper quickly established communications and set
us up in a stable hover over the sub while I began preparing to lower the smallest of our three
reporters, which given all things considered went quite well. He seemed quite content with what
was about to happen to him and things were proceeding as planned until I looked over my
shoulder. To my great horror I saw the tall reporter standing in the aft section of the cargo door
area. There he was, with his shoulder mounted camera, videoing the transition of his comrade to
the Ojibwa without the previously briefed mandatory restraint of a cargo seat belt to ensure that
he would remain safe and prevent his potential ejection from the Sea King. Fortunately the
aforementioned didn't happen; however, perhaps you can now fully appreciate why it's imperative
to have two fully-trained aviators in the cargo area during operations of this nature.
Given what had just transpired it now became essential to ensure that the remaining two
hoists would be conducted without further potential mishap. It was therefore decided that all of
the camera gear, mail, etc., would be lowered before transporting the remaining two reporters.
On completion I proceeded to lower the “TALL” who was now (given his previous birds-eye view)
quite familiar with what was required of him and his transition to the sub was executed
flawlessly.
And so now the only requirement left to complete our tasking was to safely transport Mr.
Bulbous himself to the Ojibwa. But before I continue I think it's important to explain two other
assets that help simplify the communications between the pilot and the hoist operator during a
personnel transfer operation which is the use of a communications device called a “sound
suppressor cup”, which alleviates/masks a considerable amount of the engine nose, and a switch
on the intercom panel called “hot mike” that once selected enables the hoist operator to
communicate with the remainder of the crew on the intercom system (ICS) without the
requirement of depressing a mike switch, so as to be hands-free It also means that whatever is
spoken while another external communication system is being utilized will be received by all
those on that same radio frequency. Sounds rather technical, but as you will soon realize, these
two communications enhancements played a critical role during this final hoisting scenario.
Our final reporter was the one with the extremely large girth, and for those of you that are
not familiar with the standard ship’s Mae West life-jacket, suffice it to say that the securing
harness does indeed have maximum limitations. You guessed it; my short bulbous reporter
exceeded those limitations and therefore could not be properly secured. Oh, and did I mention
that he was now expressing considerable second thoughts as to whether he actually wanted to be
lowered to the sub.
And so the fun began, the horse collar is on him, and reluctantly, out through the cargo
door he goes to descend the thirty or so feet to the deck of the Ojibwa and the anxiously awaiting
arms of her crew. It's also at this point that the difficulty with the life jacket harness becomes
apparent to the sub commander who proceeds to enlighten us that this is the second time in the
last two weeks that someone has been inappropriately attired while being lowered to his sub. Of
course his comments are being transmitted while we are all on the previously mentioned hot
mike configuration and therefore any transmissions that may emanate from the Sea King can
also be heard by him which in this particular case was considerable laughter on my part. As you
can well imagine this did not go over well, at least not until I had the opportunity to enlighten
him as to what was so funny.
Unfortunately the commander was unable to see the two members of his ships company
attempting to assist our CBC reporter through the forward hatch of his conning tower. There
they were, exerting all their efforts, shoulder to shoulder on the buttocks of Mr. CBC but unable
to get him to fit through the hatch. Needless to say, once I had stopped laughing, and had the
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opportunity to ask the commander to look at what was taking place below, he soon understood
the levity of the situation.
It's my understanding that once on board, via this traumatic experience and through a
larger hatch in the upper conning tower, Mr. CBC was escorted to the executive officer’s cabin
where he spent the remainder of his time awaiting the sub's arrival at a scheduled port visit
several days later in Bridgetown Barbados. I heard later that because of his size he was unable
to maneuver anywhere throughout the sub. So much for the taxpayer’s money spent on his
contribution to the production of this documentary! S

A European Adventure
By Richard Archer
In the late 80s, after just having returned to Ottawa and NDHQ after my two years on
exchange with the USN Commander Third Fleet in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, I was in what turned out
to be one of my favourite non-seagoing, non-overseas jobs – as a lieutenant-commander in the
Directorate of Maritime Force Development (DMFD) on the staff of the Chief of Maritime Doctrine
and Operations (CMDO). My immediate boss was the Director, then-Commander Bruce
MacLean. A few years later I actually had a second chance with DMFD. After my stint on the
nuclear-propelled submarine project I was a commander and became a section head under the
new Director, then-Captain(N) Hans Hendel. But this is a story about the first kick at the DMFD
cat.
During my time in the job, Marilyn and I had the chance to travel to continental Europe
and experience adventure. We liked it so much that we took every opportunity to exploit the sked
run over there. In fact when the sked runs were being operated under charter by Air Canada, we
were on the very last run out of Lahr. And of course in the mid-90s when I heard that I was
being considered for the Canadian naval position on the NATO International Military Staff, I leapt
at it.
DMFD’s job was to go beyond the current shipbuilding and other capital acquisition
projects so as to draw some conclusions about the shape of the Navy and the character of the
ships in future generations. I loved it!
One area of interest was called “advanced naval vehicles” (ANVs). This was the exploration
of future surface combatants in the way of hydrofoils, surface effect ships, hovercraft and small
waterplane area twin hull (SWATH) designs, among others. In cooperation with the naval
engineering community, in those days ensconced in the Louis St Laurent Building across the
river, we were doing a fair amount of national work on ANVs. But we also participated in NATO’s
Special Working Group 6, which was an adjunct spun off from the main Naval Group 6 (then
called “Information Exchange Group 6) on Ship Design, under the NATO Naval Armaments Group
(NNAG). The idea of SWG/6 was to see if two or more NATO navies wished to collaborate on the
development of any particular ANV designs that would lead to a separate project for the
construction of actual warships.
Just after I joined DMFD, Bruce Maclean went off to Brussels for a SWG/6 meeting. On
his return he turned the file over to me, and I started preparing for the next SWG/6 meeting due
in six months. I learned that various countries had agreed to lead in particular areas. The
Spanish focused on large hovercraft, the Norwegians on surface effect ships, the British on the
trimaran concept (which later found its way into the USN’s littoral combat ship project) and the
Americans on hydrofoils for patrol ships, hovercraft for amphibious landing craft and SWATH for
strategic towed array vessels. For its part, Canada had agreed to develop a basic design for an
ocean-going frigate-sized SWATH warship.
I also learned that the chair of SWG/6 was a USN commander having the delightful name
of Peter Squicciarini. In the days before the upcoming meeting I had the chance to call him in
the Pentagon, to establish my bona fides. He was certainly a down-to-earth guy, but unlike most
of the delegates to SWG/6 he wasn’t a naval architect. In fact he wasn’t even a true marine
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engineer: he had done what the USN termed engineering duty at sea, but was actually in the
command stream, having command at sea later in his career. His chairing of the group made for
interesting dynamics. He often referred to the navarcs around the table as ‘you rocket scientists”.
In due course the time came for me to arrange my flight over to Brussels. I did so, and also
arranged Pri 5 travel on the Boeing 707 sked runs to and from Brussels for Marilyn.
We actually disembarked from the 707 at Gatwick airport, south of London, and caught a
Canadian Forces commuter aircraft, a Dash-8, if I remember correctly, to the Belgian Air Force
terminal on the far side of the Brussels Zaventem airport. Apparently, the customs officials were
all on strike, because we all sailed right through what would normally be the customs and
immigration checkpoints without anyone there. A white van and driver, sent from the Canadian
NATO delegation, was outside to pick us up and take us to our hotels. We were staying at the
Sheraton on the northern edge of the downtown core.
The driver was a Belgian woman, and Marilyn and I had our first taste of driving in the
country. It all happened so fast, and the main lesson learned, something Marilyn and I had to
implement when we later lived in Belgium, was that all Belgian drivers are congenital risk-takers,
without any concept of the safety margin.
While I was technically the head of the Canadian delegation to the meeting, I was
accompanied and advised by a commander naval architect from the marine engineering
community, Roger Westwood.
So I was pleased with my introduction to NNAG in general and SWG/6 in particular.
Through the individual efforts of the delegates, they did good work, even if the eventual decisions
went against actual collaboration, and, eventually, towards the disbandment of SWG/6. At least
they’d eliminated the possibility of collaboration, and all the navies used the information that had
been shared. Later in my NATO career, I saw the Norwegian SES mine warfare ships and the
Spanish hovercraft demonstrator
and when executive secretary of
Naval Group 6 I was exposed to the
other national projects in ANVs. I
don’t think it’s too far a reach to
conclude that all these projects
had their genesis in SWG/6.
The meeting took three
days, and the first night
Squicciarini and his wife Anne
organized a run ashore to a
restaurant in the Grand-Place
area. We met outside the opera
building and found our way to
Chez Léon for some moules et
frites. Our server was doing his
best impression of the surly
Italian-style waiter, which caused
Marilyn on the Grand-Place, rubbing the knee of Brussels hero
inevitable and entertaining friction.
Everard ‘t Serclaes (1320-1388), said to bring good luck and
In any case we all laughed at it.
grant wishes. It seemed to work for us both….
We also enjoyed some classic
Americanism. Whenever a price was mentioned in Belgian francs, Squicciarini’s calculator would
magically appear in his hand and he’d start punching in numbers, asking all within earshot,
“How much is that in real money?”
That evening the Archers and the Squicciarinis, had a final drink in the lounge of their
hotel, now called the Crowne Plaza, just across the small square from our Sheraton. Peter kept
us entertained with stories of his experience with being the resident naval officer for the then
privately-owned Brooklyn Navy Yard. The owner was of Italian extraction and referred to Peter as
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“Paisano”. Both Peter and Anne had to keep returning gifts, including lingerie for Anne. Peter
did tell us that he in fact did have an Italian family – he mentioned an aunt who had a
moustache, and, poking his finger into his cheek, “a mole right here!” Marilyn and I were in
stitches.
While the meeting was going on Marilyn and Anne explored both Brussels and the nearby
town of Bruges. Marilyn was certainly taken with Belgium.
In preparation for our trip home I arranged with the Canadian delegation for myself,
Marilyn and Roger to take the train to Strasbourg, the nearest French city to Lahr, Germany.
And I asked for an official car and driver to pick us up at the Strasbourg train station for the hop
across the Rhine to Lahr. The Boeing 707 sked run was due to depart the next day. On the train
the three of us had lunch from ingredients purchased by Marilyn in Brussels. In Strasbourg,
after a worrying 20 minutes, the car eventually turned up.
There was a big exercise going on in West Germany at the time. I later found out that it
was the annual “Reinforcement of Germany” (REFORGER) exercise, led by the United States.
This meant that all the usual accommodation in Lahr itself was taken up, even though Roger had
found something, and the folks at the Canadian base had accommodated Marilyn and me in the
half-timbered Dammenmühle some ways out of town. It was primarily a restaurant, but had
some rooms upstairs and in a separate annex. Very comfortable, actually, and when using the
sked runs some years later between Ottawa and Lahr for leisure travel, the two of us always
stayed there.
That evening we had a very good meal
in the restaurant. In one of the separate
dining areas, a large group of middle-aged
Germans were having a dinner, complete with
lederhosen for the men, dirndl dresses for the
women and the five-piece oompah band, heavy
on the tuba. Even if I enjoyed the sights and
sounds, it was like something out of the
thirties. When we went outside to walk over to
our room in the annex, a couple of F-15 fighter
jets roared low overhead. But strangely it
seemed that the jets were the anachronism,
not the dinner party.
The next morning we arrived at the
restaurant for breakfast. We could see a
couple
of American servicemen at a table, and
The Dammenmühle
we went over to chat with them. We knew that
they were American by their very relaxed dress. Indeed one of them was wearing a sweatshirt
with the sleeves torn off to reveal his tattooed but otherwise bare arms. The two guys were USAF,
in town for the REFORGER, and they turned out to be very interesting to talk with, as they
answered our questions on life in Germany and related entertaining stories. The waitress,
however, was horrified. She tried desperately to disassociate us from these Americans…but we
insisted. At the end of the breakfast one of them offered to drive us in his car to the Lahr Air
Movements Unit. This we accepted gladly.
In due course we were sitting in the 707 thundering down the runway. Suddenly a loud
bang disturbed the normal course of events, Marilyn could see flames coming out of the left
inside engine, and it was evident by the screeching of brakes and maximum reverse thrust that
the pilot was aborting the take-off. We slid sideways to a stop, and the engines were immediately
shut down. In the ensuing unexpected silence you could have heard a pin drop. Marilyn said,
“Hmm, that was interesting.” Me, I was hunched over, in the spring-loaded go position, with my
hands on my belt buckle, expecting at any moment to hear an emergency evacuation order.
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But one never came, fortunately. The pilots doused the flames and the aircraft was towed
back to the AMU. There we learned that the Air Force would fly over a replacement engine, but it
would take three or four days before the aircraft would be ready again.
Okay, so we called the Dammenmühle, and found ourselves a room, and this time Roger
also found a room there. But before heading out that way we went over to the base’s Avis car
rental outlet near the AMU. They didn’t have a car right away, but would have one for us the
next day. I phoned the office back in Ottawa. I wasn’t interested in flying home commercial, and
presented Bruce MacLean with a virtual fait accompli -- I would tough it out in Lahr waiting for
the sked run to get me home, thus saving the cost of an airline ticket – at least that was the
excuse I used. Interestingly, Bruce told me that I had been posted – to the nuclear-propelled
submarine project, no less. When I told Marilyn, she said, “Submarine project? But you’re not a
submariner!”
We picked up the car rental the next day and the three of us had a great time exploring the
Schwartz Wald, and its many picturesque
villages, highlands and waterfalls. Roger
had arranged a commercial flight home the
next day, so just the two of us Archers
continued our explorations for the next
couple of days. One small village we found
was called Durbach, whose main industry
was the expansive vine-covered hillsides
that surrounded it. It had many of its own
local labels, and we decided we couldn’t
depart until we tried at least one of them
out. We found a typical Schwartz Wald
gasthaus that had a vine-covered pergola
set up against the vineyard hillside out the
back. A waitress saw us there and we took
her advice on the white wine to order. She
delivered two standard 25 cl servings in
The rear yard and pergola of the gasthaus in Durbach, up
the decorated wine glasses common to
against the vineyard.
the region. Perhaps because of the
ambiance, but mostly because of both the quantity and quality of the wine, we thoroughly
enjoyed the moment. So much so, that we repaired to the local wine outlet and picked up a
couple of bottles to take home with us.
A few days later we were in the Bank of Montreal branch on Lahr’s main street, so as to get
some much-needed cash. Chatting with the teller we mentioned that we were “stuck” in Lahr.
“Oh”, she says, “I hear that the flight is ready to take off tomorrow”. Sure enough, when we
checked with the AMU, they confirmed the news. If we hadn’t heard it in the bank, I don’t know
how we would have known.
So next day we were sitting in the AMU in plenty of time amongst all the families travelling
back to Canada. The VCR film on the TV was “A Few Good Men”, which certainly held the
attention of this military crowd. The REFORGER was still going on, and the AMU authorities
announced that as part of the exercise, we passengers would be treated as if we were families and
others being evacuated from Europe in the face of the Soviet onslaught. So when the time came
to walk out onto the tarmac to board the plane, we did so down a narrow gauntlet of army troops
in full combat gear. But even I as a sailor knew they were doing it wrong – they were all facing
inwards towards the passengers.
This time we took off successfully, and there was a murmur of appreciation from the
passengers. But when the pilot announced over the Atlantic that we were now at the halfway
point, and that there was no turning back, everyone cheered and applauded. S
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Remember
By Pat Barnhouse

Active Members
Bruce CORMACK, Commander(S), CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 09/02/14 at 85.
Andre Jules GEDDES, Lieutenant Commander, CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 18/03/14 at 84.
Edward Joseph L’HEUREUX, Commander(S), CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 28/10/13 at 84.
Charles Kenneth HURST, Lieutenant Commander, RCN(R)(Ret’d). In Ottawa 1711/13 at 97.
Robert Louis LANE, Captain(E). CD*, RCN(Ret’d) In Ottawa 27/12/13 at 93.
Donald Angus MACIVER, Surgeon Commodore, OMM, MiD, OStJ, CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Toronto
25/10/13 at 93.
Raymond PHILLIPS, Captain, MiD, CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 02/14 at 92

Others Known to Members
James Louis BELYEA, Commander(L), CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In British Columbia 03/14.
Frank CURRY, Leading Seaman, RCNVR(Ret’d). In Ottawa 06/01/14 at 94.
Elizabeth Shourds DOE, Dietitian, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 12/03/14 at 95.
John Robert FISHER, Lieutenant Commander (Ret’d) CD. In Ottawa 27/01/14 at 63.
Leonard George (Bud) FLANAGAN, Chief Petty Officer 1st Class, CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Perth
02/11/13 at 82.
John GERVAIS, Chief Petty Officer 1st Class, CD, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 01/11/13 at 77.
Beverley J. GREEN, Lieutenant(N)(Ret’d). In Ottawa 15/02/14 at 51.
William Patrick KINGSTON, Chief Petty Officer, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 19/03/14 at 87.
John Thomas LEGAARDEN, Commander, CD**, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa at 70.
Frances Jennifer LYNCH, QC. In Ottawa 13/11/13. (Former Member NAC-O)
Frederick John MIFFLIN, Rear Admiral, PC, KCStG, CD**, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 05/10/13 at
75. (Member NOANL) S
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Officers and Directors 2014-2015
Subject to the Branch AGM
on 2 June 2014
PRESIDENT
Deslauriers, E. (Eric) (H) 613 680-4030
672 Gilmour St
reet
Ottawa, ON K1R 5M1
Email: edeslauriers@rogers.com
VICE-PRESIDENT
Hamilton, R. (Bob) (Kingston) 613 547-5173
239 Helen Street
Kingston, ON K2P 0Z6
(Ottawa) 613 234-1357
Email: bobhamilton@sympatico.ca
PAST-PRESIDENT
Carruthers, J.F. (Jim) (H) 613 832-4533
304 Bayview Drive
Woodlawn, ON K0A 3M0
Email: jimc@rruthers.com
SECRETARY (Vacant)
TREASURER
Millar, J.S. (John) (H) 613 830-2829
621 Princess Louise Drive
Ottawa, ON K4A 1Z3
Email: john.miller@rogers.com
DIRECTOR - NAVAL AFFAIRS
Bowering, K.W. (Ken) (H) 613 832-2884
3597 Woodkilton Road
Woodlawn, ON K0A 3M0
Email: bowering@sympatico.ca
DIRECTOR - MEMBER SERVICES
Baiden, P.A. (Paul) (H) 613 824-1561
702 Clearcrest Crescent
Ottawa, ON K4A 3E6
Email: pbaiden@rogers.com
DIRECTOR – MEMBERSHIP
King, S.E. (Steve) (H) 613 680-4809
517 Fielding Court
Ottawa, ON K1V 7H2
Email: capt_seking@hotmail.com
DIRECTOR – COMMUNICATIONS
Dunn, P. (Paul) (H/O) 613 837-2888
1641 Canemore Crescent
Ottawa, ON K4A 1S9
Email: pdunn1641@rogers.com
DIRECTOR – HISTORY
Herrndorf, F.W.K. (Fred) (H) 613 226-2964
33 Mapleview Crescent
Ottawa, ON K2G 5J7
Fax: 613 226-6850
Email: frederik.herrndorf@sympatico.ca
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DIRECTOR – SOUNDINGS
Archer, R.F. (Richard) (H/Fax) 613 270-9597
12 Zokol Crescent
Kanata, ON K2K 2K5
Email: richmar.archer@rogers.com
DIRECTOR – ENTERTAINMENT
Plante, J.A.Y. (Jay) (H) 613 219-3711
207 Bank Street, Suite 235
Ottawa, ON K2P 2N2
Email: jayplante@videotron.ca
DIRECTOR - CONFERENCE COORDINATION
DeWolf, T. (Tom) (H) 613 692-1059
5584 Carrison Drive
Manotick, ON K4M 1K7
Email: tdewolf@sympatico.ca
DIRECTOR – SALTY DIPS
Guitar, R.J. (Rick) (H) 613 834-2171
6906 Edgar Brault Street
Ottawa. ON K1C 1L7
Email: rrjguitar@rogers.com
DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE
Chow, J.L. (John) (H) 613 837-6012
1676 Barrington Street
Orleans, ON K1C 4W8
Email: chowjl.john@googlemail.com
Gimblett, R. (Rich) (H) 613 830-8633
49 Southpark Drive
Ottawa, ON K1B 3B8
Email: richard.gimblett@rogers.com
Hudock D. [Dave] H) 613-422-2489
572 Bathurst Avenue
Ottawa, ON K1G 0X8
Email: dhudock@pcl.com
Bush, R. (Bob) (Webmaster) (H) 613 839-3861
108 Sierra Woods Drive
Carp, ON K0A 1L0
Mobile: 613 668-3672
Email: robertbusharl@aol.com
Steele, E. (Liz) (H) 613 224-9642
16 Arbordale Crescent
Nepean, ON K2G 5C65
Email: esteele14@rogers.com
OTHER NON-VOTING POSITIONS
MACK LYNCH LIBRARY
Mace, P. (Peter)(H) 613 729-3766
#1 Summershade Private
Ottawa, ON K1Y 4R3
Email: petermace@sympatico.ca
HONORARY COUNSEL
Grant, D. (Don) (H) 613 236-4848
16 Glen Avenue
Ottawa, ON K1S 3A3
Office: 613 235-2212 ext 227
Email: grant@lexfix.ca
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The Editor is solely responsible for the
contents. Items from Soundings may be
reproduced by other publications providing
credit is given to Soundings, NAC - Ottawa,
or any by-lined author.

Naval Association of Canada Ottawa
Membership Directory
A Directory is enclosed with each autumn
issue as an aid to our membership.
However, its accuracy depends on how we
are advised about errors, changes and
additions. We now have most members
who are on the Internet and with whom the
Branch can communicate with ease -- a
magnificent
medium
for
the
rapid
movement of information. Please advise
your Membership Chair, Steve King, of
changes to your email address. When email
messages are bounced you are removed
from the network.
Soundings
This newsletter was founded in 1982. It is
published twice a year, normally in May
and November, reporting on NAC - Ottawa
programs and activities, trends and other
matters of interest to its members. This
and previous editions are posted on the
branch web site:

www.navalassoc.ca/soundings
Return undeliverable address blocks to:
Publications Mail
Naval Association of Canada – Ottawa
Box 505, Station B, Ottawa, ON K1P 5P6
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Contributions, input, feedback, ideas,
anecdotes,
naval
signals,
trivia,
reminiscences, humour, salty dips, good
and bad news items, comments and letters
to the Editor are welcome and invited.
Submissions
by
email
(preferred),
telephone, mail, fax, CD or memory stick
are welcome. Electronic document files
should be converted to WORD format
before transmission to the Editor. Images
should be in jpeg format. Please remove all
automatic formatting!
Soundings returns in November 2014.
Please send contributions to the Editor by
October 31st, 2014.
Mailing Address: Richard Archer, Editor
Soundings, 12 Zokol Crescent, Ottawa,
Ontario, K2K 2K5. Phone/fax: (613) 2709597, or preferably by email at:
richmar.archer@rogers.com.
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word processor. It is printed commercially
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